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(SOUND EFFECT:  DOORBELL RINGS.) 
MOM:  (Gets up and crosses to the door.) Lucy, Ronny, pizza’s here. 
DAD:  (Concentrates on his crossword.) Make sure they remembered 

the breadsticks.
MOM:  I’m sure they remembered the breadsticks, dear. (Opens the 

door.) Hello.
PIZZA DELIVERY:  (Steps IN.) Did you order two large Flying Saucer pizzas?
MOM:  Yes, we did.
DAD:  Make sure they have the breadsticks.
MOM:  (To DAD.) They’re not going to forget your breadsticks.
DAD:  They always forget my breadsticks.
PIZZA DELIVERY:  That will be $32.
MOM:  (Hands him money.) That seems low. Does that include 

the breadsticks?
PIZZA DELIVERY:  Nah, I forgot them.
MOM:  Oh well, the pizza will do. Thank you.
PIZZA DELIVERY:  Thank you for choosing Flying Saucer Pizza, where 

our pizza is out of this world. ([NOTE:  Each time PIZZA 
DELIVERY says “our pizza is out of this world,” 
consider having the phrase accompanied by a 
ridiculous arm gesture.] EXITS as MOM closes the door and 
carries the pizza to the table.)

ALIEN WATCHER FOUR:  Words that we made up but are certain the 
aliens will understand—if you say them loud enough!

MOM:  I’ll take a dictionary.
DAD:  What if I buy two of these new and improved SAWPE hats? I was 

so excited about the eight-layer dip that I forgot our hats at home.
ALIEN WATCHER FIVE:  If you buy two, then you get two mugs.
DAD:  Wow! That is a deal.
RONNY:  Look! Here comes the president. 
PRESIDENT:  (ENTERS.) People of my planet… (Touches his hand to his 

ear, listening closely.) …to show the aliens that I have no intention 
of attacking them, I have made my Secret Service sit in the car. 
My vice president is also in the car, telling me exactly what to 
say through this earpiece. (Hears something in his ear.) Don’t say 
that! Just hurry up. I got a dollar in the meter, so keep it quick,
Mr. President, and don’t repeat everything I say! (Looks up. Beat.)
Oh. (Clears throat.) I am here as your leader, looking for peace 
and harmony—and that casserole I spotted on the way in. That 
looks delicious! (Listens to the earpiece. Replies.) Well, it does. I’ll 
bring you some on the way out. (LIGHTS FLICKER. SOUND EFFECT: 
SPACESHIP WHIRRING. EVERYONE watches it land in the distance.
ALL duck to the ground.)

BLORP:  (ENTERS, looking at the map.) This seems like the right way. 
(Stops. Looks up.)

BLOP:  (ENTERS. Stops beside BLORP.) We’re back at the park, aren’t we?
BLORP:  Yup.
BLIP:  (ENTERS with a jumbo convenience store drink.) I have to use 

the restroom.
EVERYONE:  (Jumps up.) Surprise!
PRESIDENT: (Leaps out in front of EVERYONE.) Surprise! (Blows a 

party favor noisemaker a little longer than needed.)
BLORP:  What’s all this?
PRESIDENT:  Hello. Welcome… (Listens to the earpiece.) Hello?
BLORP/BLOP/BLIP:  Hello.
PRESIDENT:  (Into the earpiece.) Hello. Are you there?
BLORP:  Yes, we’re right here.
PRESIDENT:  Hello. (Tries to hear. Looks up. Aside.) Well, it looks like 

I’m on my own now. (Clears throat.) Welcome to our peaceful 
planet, cruel and foul alien invaders. We have come together to 
show you kindness.

BLORP:  This is all really nice, but I’m just looking for our point of contact.
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